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ourney's.End", Drama Professors Fail
of Men in World War, On Examinations
To Be Played Twice

ehin and ••• ••• Maine Professors
• ••• ••I.• Chatter Elected As Fellows
••

In Science GrouP

•
We wish that Dixie would be a
little bit more particular where
and how she falls. Which one of
those big he men in the balcony
was responsible for that deep
salaam Saturday morning last?
Of course all good Mohammedans
salute the rising sun, but we thot
Dixie was Irish.
Our friends in Queen's University. Canada, bob up with this one:
"Efficiency in a co-ed is that
quality which enables her to make
up her mind and mind her makeup at the same time."
Offers are in order for transporting the new secretary of the
psychology department back and
forth from Orono. Between she
and me—the students are getting
quite a break. From the lowest
to the highest, or the highest to
the lowest. Now I say, folks
which shall it be?
Cherrio!!! Another college romance has fallen under the banns.
Matrimonial, of course. We surely
wish them the best of luck and
may Violet and her Web have
peace and prosperity from now till
then.
Dear Frcshettes:
If you are not all rushed off
your feet lend this old war horse
an ear or two.
First: You little girls on 4th
tit or Balentine do play pretty cosy.
Those upper classmen are chewing their boots to get in on one of
)our bull-sessions. Why don't
jou give 'em a break—it won't be
long now.
Second: I hear that the Mount
Vernon belles have taken to tolstganning in back of Lambda Chi
Alpha. Suckers do bite hard, kids,
but watch the wary ones—their line
may be stronger than yours. Of
course those seniors of yours are
a bit prejudiced—hut—
It's about time to close. I wish
you the best of luck—and what
not. Next time we meet, you will
hay: put jour caps in moth balls
and I fear me 'twill be hard to
tell your fresh young faces underneath ordinary hats. But alas,
alack, so 'us—so 'tis-1 must
away—
Cheerio
Chin and Chatter

Fitch and Dickinson Are
Awarded Noteworthy
Honor

REHEARSALS FORETELL
SUCCESSFUL PRESENTATION OF SHERRIFF'SPLAY
Echoes of the World War will be
heard in the Chapel February 25th and
26th. when the Masque presents the
thrilling war drama—"Journey's End."
From the moment the first rumblings of
the big guns "up Wipers way" are heard,
on through the pains and joys of a group
of Englishmen. to the surprising climax,
there is not a dull moment in this tremendous, throbbing play of human emotions. Within the space of an officer's
dugout behind the front lines of St.
Quentin are enacted intense, moving
scenes that reach the height of emotional climax, interspersed with keen, pertinent comedy—all combining to produce
one of the most internationally popular
dramas of modern times.
Stanhope, the fine young captain, whose
high] ideals have been shattered under the
strain of a company 'commandership in
(Continued on Page Four)

Given to Students

•

11 inter Sports Team Wins Title
By Large Margin at State Meet
7*

Team Gets 49 Points to Bates 17,
Colby 0; Davis High Man
Of Meet

Tendency to Bluff Shown
In Professors
Answers

A list of forty questions prepared by
Prof. A. L. Fitch of the Physics Deengineer and a lawyer, were recently
an
of
A.
C.
Dickinson
partment, and Prof.
published in Scribner's along with an
the Psychology Department have rearticle by Thomas Beer. Twenty-five
ceived notice of their election to Felcollege students had flunked the exam
lowships in the American Association
dismally, and Mr. Beer took the occafor the Advancement of Science. Felsion to comment on the ignorance of our
lowship in this organization is dependent
modern young people.
upon outstanding work in a scientific
field, and although no definite word has
The Spectator, student paper of Cobeen received as yet, it is certain that
lumbia, offered the same list to 53 factheir election was based upon this ground.
ulty members, Of this number, only 10
would take the exam, 43 refusing outThe American Association for the Adright to have anything to do with it.
vancement of Science is the oldest sciOnly four of the ten handed in complete
entific society in the United States, and
answers, and the highest grade, made by
was founded as an offshoot of the older
Prof. C. A. Manning, teacher of RusEnglish society of this type. The society
sian
literature, was 55.1 per cent. Close
grew out of the Association of Ameribehind him were two more English procan Geologists, which first met in Philfessors with grades of 54.3 and 54.2 per
adelphia in 1840. The present title was
•
cent.
adopted in 1847. The Association inAt the same time, a number of stueludes in its members, men from every
dents took the quiz, and although the
branch and field of science. Many in-1
highest grade in this group was 46, sevdependent societies have become affiliated
•
eral students finished ahead of sonic of
with this association which has proved
the faculty members.
of much value to the progress of modern science.
The Spectator reporters said that the
The Sophomore-Freshman competition
The society meets once a year in some for girls held Saturday morning, Febru- faculty members were nervous and fidgeAmerican city, the convention lasting a ary 7, was won by the Sophomores by ty while taking the test, and otherwise
week. During this period, papers from the score of 30-17. Both classes were displayed signs of discomfiture, such as
well represented, and a fine spirit of pulling at their collars.
(Continued on Page Four)
competition was aroused between the
That the professors tend to bluff, just
two competing classes. The excellent as their students do, was indicated by
show of interest and good sportsman- the answer to, "Name three compositions
ship on the part of the first year girls of Brahms". The answer was, "The first,
was an influence on the decision of the second and third sonatas."
"All Maine Women" in shortening the
Some of the questions proving the
length of time that the hats would have greatest stumbling blocks were "Who
to be worn to Monday, February 16.
were the Piccolimini?" and "Who was
At the meeting of the Forestry Club
Gams of basketball and dodge ball, Tihlman Riemenschneider?" along with
held Tuesday evening, Feb. 10, in Wins- and a relay race and broad jump were "For what is Abu Simhel noted," which
low Hall, Mr. Kuhns, Supervisor of the held. The dodge ball game, the first question was not answered by anyone.
Whitman National Forest in Oregon, event on the program, was won by the The easier ones were such as "Name five
was the speaker.
Sophomores. There next followed sev- makes of English automobiles" and
In his talk to the Forestry Club, Mr. eral relay races which were also won "Name three living American architects."
Kuhns told of conditions in, and prob- by the second year girls. The feature "What is chromium" was answered in
lems of, the Whitman Forest. The lec- of the morning, however, was the bas- many different ways.
ture was illustrated with an extensive ketball game which was won by the
The questionnaire was a part of the
set of colored slides, which showed con- Sophomores by the score of 38-10. Two Spectator's campaign against examinaditions in the forest itself, grazing areas, events followed the basketball game tions. As for the questions, the Piccofire control measures, wild life, and a which were won by the Freshmen. They limini were an ancient royal Italian famset of pictures showing part of the for- were the alphabet relay and broad jump. ily, and chromium—well, chromium is
During the contest, the Freshman girls just chromium.
est in its primitive state. This area is
to be left in its original condition, as it wore red feathers in their freshman caps
is expected that there will be very little and green capes. The Sophomores wore
wild primitive country left in 20 to 30 powder blue stripes on their gym pants
years. The area is not to be improved and blue bows on their blouses. Anby roads, hut is to he left so that the other feature of the event was a Freshvacationist can spend a delightful two man band, composed of harmonicas and
weeks wandering amid glaciers, moult- saxophones, making its initial appearance.
(Continued on Page Four)

A victorious winter sports team, fifteen strong, returned from Lewiston last
Sunday with a beautiful silver trophy
and the State Championship won by an
overwhelming margin. Maine won with
49 points, Bates was second with 17, and
Colby, with her five-man entry, failed to
garner a single place. Bowdoin was not
represented.
The morning events opened with the
7-mile ski race, which Greene of Maine,
a freshman, won by a comfortable margin. Crocker and Burati, Bates, finished second and third, with W. Davis
of Maine trailing in for fourth place.
The 2-mile snowshoe race was won by a
40-yard margin by Whitten of Bates,
but the remaining three places were garnered by Booth, Mank, and Robbins, all
of Maine. Whitten's victory later proved
to be the only first place that Bates was
able to get.
Maine thus held a 12-10 lead at the
beginning of the afternoon competitions.
These she opened in impressive style by
making a clean sweep of the 100-yard
snowshoe dash, in which the Hardison
brothers, Lewis and Clayton, tied for
first, closely followed by Ashton and
Robbins.
DR. CLARENCT COOK 1.11-TLE
The ski slalom, contested on a tricky
Dr. Clarence Little, in his address at course which wouml its way in and
the Student-Faculty Banquet of the Wes- around the trees on the steep slope of
ley Foundation Tuesday night, gave some Mt. David, was a difficult one to contest
advice to the students present. "Friend- and a thriller to watch. It was won by
ship between the sexes should be on an W. Davis of Maine in 15 seconds flat,
intellectual basis, rather than on a physi- with Chick (Bates), Sorenson (Maine),
cal basis, and discussion will be found to and Carpenter (Bates) finishing in that
be one of the surest foundations of such • irder.
a friendship," said Dr. Little. Ile went
The downhill ski race was of someon to say that mere physical appeal was what similar nature as the slalom, but
a shallow basis on which to form a
(Continued on Page Three)
friendship. Ile went on to comment
briefly on the relations of science and
religion, and pointed out that many great
scientists believe in the existence of God;
this, according to the speaker, was one
evidence of the rapprochement of science
and religion.
Dr. Little forecast the development of
the science of eugenics, and its application to the life of the man in the street.
A large squad of Freshman Trackmen
Dr. 1.ittle discussed the problem of those
displayed their wares Saturday afternoon
who were afflicted with incurable dis- before
a large group of enthusiastic
eases, and said that it is possible that the
classmates and upperclassmen by defeatfuture will witness the spread of the ing the
small but veteran Sophomore agidea that such persons, a burden to huby a margin of eleven points.
grout
manity and to themselves, should be put The
winning of this meet by the Frosh,
to sleep.
according to the ruling of the Senior
The meeting opened with a banquet Skulls, released the first year men from
Using team "B" almost exclusively, featured by dishes appropriate to a Val- all rules. When it was known that the
the Maine frosh easily nosed out a weak entine banquet—Hearts of Lettuce and Freshmen had won, toques were thrown
Crosby High quintet last Friday evening Chicken a la co-ed were two served. into the air, traditional green tics were
at the armory by a score of 4146. The Lucille Navin was toastmistress for the cast aside or burned, matches and other
yearlings held the upper hand through- evening, and was introduced by Allan articles indicating their undergraduate
out the four periods, and at no time were
status were discarded amid great clamor
(Continued on Page Four)
they even threatened by the visitors.
and rejoicing.
emphasis of essentials.
Topolosky started the ball rolling by
The results of the various events were
Every student in entering college asas follow's:
in a foul shot. Berg then popped
putting
also:
responsibilities
certain
sumes
Jaselin throw: won by C. Marsons '34;
I. For his own development. This is in three baskets to end the quarter 7-6.
weittal. }lasting '34; third, Starbird '33;
his first and most important obligation. Kenyon substituted an entirely new group
distance, 146 ft. 5 in.
If he is true to himself in the best mean- in the second period, and at the half the
50 yard hurdles: First, Flaying '34;
ing of the expression, he is bound to do breach had widened to 20-9 in favor of
second, Robertshaw '33; third, Ingraham
the right thing. Others may help but no the frosh. The original quintet was then
President Ilarolt1 S. Boardman and '34; time, titt.i
started again, and the team just jogged
seconds.
one else can do more than help.
Alumni Secretary, Charles E. Crossland
keep
to
count
the
lengthening
along,
Discus: wort by Favor '34; second, E.
the
organizing
and
studying
2. For
a
to
on
trip
Massachusetts,
leave Friday
Cobb '34; third, Alley '33; distance 112
material given so as to get the most out well out of danger.
Connecticut and New York to attend ft. 61/.. in.
of it. No one else can study for him. Bob Berg was individual star of the and address alumni meetings.
440 yard dash: won by Pendleton '33;
He cannot shift this responsibility. Some tilt, dropping in ten points from the floor.
Western Massachusetts alumni will second. McKiniry '33; third, Hiklreth,
The men representing the freshmen
students try to do so but it is not the
Sat- '34; time 54 2-5 seconds.
duty of a college teacher to make his were: Berg, Dow. Merrill, Crockett, meet in Hotel Kimball. Springfield,
Topolosky, Weeks, Blanchard, Baker, urday night at which, in addition to
100 yard dash: First, Webber '34; secstudents study.
Boardman and Secretary (md, Floving '34; third, Means '33; time
3. For consulting with his instructor Favor, Jackson, Osgood, Perkins, Wil- President
Crossland, hr. Mary Ellen Chase, 1909, 10 1-5 seconds.
if the material is not clear to him. This bur, Cornier, Ballard, and Giguere.
The Maine frosh basketeers were professor of English at Smith will speak. 35 lb. weight: won by Favor '34; secshould aid both student and instructor
law school alumnus, ond, Gonzales '33; third, Pawns '34;
and help in finding where the fault lies. handed their second setback of the year E. E. Hobson, a
1900. and a judge of the Superior Court distance 41 ft. 4 in.
This may he in the student himself, that by the undefeated Green of Hebron, last
of Massachusetts, is president of the
I!; mile run: won by Osgood '34;
is in his method of approach, in his prep- Saturday evening at the armory, by a
A.sociation and is to he toastmaster.
M.CCI rad, Earl '34; third, Robbins '34;
aration. or in the methixl of presentation. score of 27-18.
Monday night, February 16, the Con- time. 7 minutes. 50 2-5 seconds.
Both teams started slowly, fighting
4. For being honest with himself and
high jump: won by Webb '3.3; second,
with his teachers. Real intellectual hon- hard for every point, but, after losing necticut Alumni Association will hold
esty is a rare virtue, but a very real one the lead gained in the first quarter, the its annual meeting in the City Club at Crandell '34: third, Havey '33; height,
if progress is to be made. It might be Kenyonites were unable to solve the op- Hartford. Charles C. Elwell 78, pub- 5 ft. 8 in.
100 yard low hurdles: Won by Moving
added that honesty must exist before Position's tactics, and Hebron, led by lic utilities commissioner of the state of
confidence in people can be established, the flashing play of jack Lockery, who Connecticut is president of the organiza- '34; second, McKiniry '33; third, Wiland such confidence is what makes the shone offensively for the Hebronians, tion.
(Continued on Page Farr)
President Boardman is to address the
world go around. The honest student smashed its way through to a well-earned
Engineers Club in New Haven, Tuesday
realizes that cribbing can in the long run victory.
NOTICE
Towle, who up to now has been high evening. Ile is then going to New York
hurt only himself.
A Phi Gam pin was recently lost beThe sooner faculty members and stu- scorer in every game, appeared to be for • conference on the business of the
dents are willing to assume their respec- having an off-day, but Stan Searles was Society of the Promotion of Engineer- tween Orono and the Phi Gam house.
tive responsibilities, the sooner we will the outstanding offensive man for the ing Education, of which organization The finder is asked to return the pin to
the registrar's office, or to Herbert Folhave a better feeling and better work on yearlings, while Giguere did his part in he is president.
(Continued on Page Farr)
(Continued on Page Four)
lett at the Phi Gans house.
each side.

Dr. Little Speaks
At Church Group's
Annual Banquet

Soph Co-eds Win Meet
From Freshettes, 30-17;
Rules Remain In Force

Forestry Club Hears
Lecture By National
Forest Official, Kuhns

Toques Discarded
As Frosh Win Meet
From Sophs 73-62

Frosh Beat Crosby
And Lose to Hebron
In Week-end Games

Maine Outing Club
Faculty Member Outlines Duties
To Meet Bates Here
Of Both Students and Teachers
In Annual Contest
The second annual Outing Club winter
tarnival, to be held Saturday, promises
'air to make an interesting affair of
.id
what would otherwise be a dull week-

areer"I

tto

Bates is sending a strong winter sports
•, am against the Maine Outing Club. and
A ill attempt to make up for the ignomin: ns defeat of last Saturday. The wellbalanced Maine team, on the other hand,
will be weakened by the loss of Harry
"llt and Steven Mank, snowshoers,
of whom are going to the B.A.A.
'fleet. The Bates-Maine dual should,
therefore, prove unusually close and inresting.
Action starts promptly at 10:00 A.M.
:It the field in front of Balentine with
the ski-snowshoe relay race. This will be
11owed by the 150-yard snowshoe event.
r which the skiers start on their long
7 wile cross country trek. While this is
1,1'''gress, the 2-mile snowshoe event
will be run, and the morning activities
ill close with the finish of the ski race.
At 1:30 P.M. the starting gun will
-quid for the ski slalom, or proficiency
- ;*ee. This event offers a certain cure
. .r the inexperienced competitor who
ffers from too much dignity, and is
entertaining to watch. It will be
',I '41 the slopes alongside the ski jump.
,My across the Stillwater from the
'
,,er house and within easy walking
•••!;inee of the campus. Following this
'fit comes the ski jump, which always
(Contained on Page Four)

The following communication from a
prominent member of the faculty casts a
new light on the problem of studentfaculty relations, with reference to the
responsibilities of each group.
Work in college involves a division of
labor and a division of responsibility. At
times some individuals fail to realize this
and the results are apt to be disastrous.
Therefore, it seems to me that a clear
statement of the situation is desirable.
Any faculty member by virtue of his
position must assume the following responsibilities:
I. For the content of his courses. His
training is such that he is in a better
position to say what is worth while for
the student than the student himself.
2. For the organization of his courses.
The better the arrangement of material,
the more students will get out of the
work.
3. For the presentation of his courses
in the best possible manner. This includes the mechanics of presentation such
as stjle and voice. It is just as necessary to use language which can be understocx1 and to speak so that every student can hear distinctly as it is to have
worth while subject matter. If possible,
it is desirable that a course be made interesting but this is not possible for all
students, and content should never be
sacrificed for interest. It is of value
also if in addressing a class the teacher
have an easy manner and not speak in
a monotone but again these points are
secondary in clearness in presentation and

President Boardman
And Mr. Crossland To
Speak Before Alumni

THE1MAINE CAMPUS

2
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The University of Omaha rules that
Students under 18 years of age will be
locked up, if found on the streets after
9 o'clock.
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We find a new aspect of the exam
problem at Clark. "Even his best friends
wouldn't tell him, so he flunked the
exam."
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Managing Editor
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carve meat are also given. What say
ye, dorm and feat squads, a good way to
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A CRITICISM OF THE "MAINE-SPRING"

At Colorado U. they have an honorary
pep fraternity called Pi Epsilon Pi, for
the purpose of promoting school spirit.
How about organizing a chapter at
Maine?
An Ohio State professor served tea
and cookies to his students during a
final exam. Rare creature—without
doubt one of the few of the species in
existance! We trust they appreciate
their good fortune.

+ Social Happenings 44BETA PI THETA
FRESHMAN "Y" HOLDS
Beta Pi Theta, French :. :-.sry soci- MEETING AT MT. VERNON
ety, held a meeting in 300 Arts and SciThe regular meeting of the Freshman
ences building Feb. 8th, for the purpose
was held Monday evening at Mt.
of pledging the following new members.'
Vernon House. The meeting was preAdrienne Bedelle, Pauline Segal, Josephine Carbone, Marian Davis. Carolyn sided over by President Shirley Young.
Miss Martha Smith gave a very interMacintosh and Marjorie Mooers.
esting talk on "How to Get Along with
PHI SIGMA ANNOUNCES
Others.- The next meeting will be held
PLEDGES
at Mt. Vernon, Monday evening, Febl'hi Sigma announces the iullua ing ruary
lb.
pledges:
Margaret Collins Churchill. Wilfred
A. T. 0. GIVES PARTY IN
Stanley Davis, Frances Cole Downes.
HONOR OF WEBBERWilliam McKee Dunlap, Walter Louis
PETERSON MARRIAGE
Henry Hall, David Henry Hanaburgh.
Merle Tyson Hilborn, Katherine Bradley
Alpha Tau 0 )mega held a victrola parLang, Howard Lewis Mendall, Charles ty Saturday evening in honor of NorLowell Stewart, Kenneth Berry Stone.
man Webber '31 and Violet Peterson '33,
The date of initiation will be an- who were recently married. During the
nounced later,
evening, wedding cake was served. Mrs.
Bangs chaperoned the party.
PROMINENT STUDENT
GRADUATES
Dorothy Murphy '33 and Clarine CofAmong those who completed
their fin '32, were entertained at Colby Colcourse last semester in three and a half lege this weekend by the girls of Beta
years was Miss Louise Durgin. She Beta Chapter of Phi Mu sorority. Satwas outstanding in extra-curricula activ- urday afternoon they attended the annual
ities being a member of Women's Stu- women's ice carnival, and report that, so
dent Government and the Junior Execu- far as skill and grace on the ice are
tive Committee. Her name appeared out concerned, the Colby girls have by far
the Dean's List frequently. She was the edge on the Maine co-eds. Saturday
an All-Maine Woman and a member of evening, a Phi Mu informal was held in
the new Colby gymnasium.
Pi Beta Phi sorority.

The Holy Cross men have our symFor some time past the "Maine-Spring" has led a precarious.exispathy. They must be "in" from their
continued
whether
would
be
it
question
tence. Recently. it was a !mad
..r Prom at 3:30.
• • • s ••
or allowed to pass out of existence. %Ve feel that there is a need for a
M.I.T. is g g collegiate! They have
literary magazine on the campus. and we also feel that under the right
recently been disturbed by the appearance
conditions, the magazine could lie put on a paying basis.
of "a wooly coat of a light cream calPerhaps an inquiry into the cause of the present sickly state of the
or, with a baby-blue band around it,
publication would not be inappropriate.
middle" and still more by a bright red
One of the most prevalent criticisms to be heard is that the maga- vvooly coat.
CHURCH NOTICES
zine is too "literary" in tone. Any publication, to be successful, must
Huh! Come to Maine for advanced
print the things that its readers desire, otherwise the subscription list styles. We had those way back last
Universalist Church
will shrink. Anil it would seem that the present editors refuse to take year.
At the Universalist Church on Sunda)
the service will be one of commemoration
cognizance of this public taste. The common criticism says, in fact.
Classified Ads from the Vermont Skyin recognition of the patriotic holidays.
that the magazine does not print the things that the average student u
The service is at 10:30 A.M. Mr. Spoerl
likes to read. It may be true that the poems and critical essays by the
Love made on short notice.
will preach on "The Spirit of the Foundfaculty are good, but they are not what the student body likes to read.
Tulip salve given away free (of charge. CTS.
Words of love extracted without pain
And it is to the student body that the magazine must look for its chief
support. Therefore. a change of editorial policy might go a long way while you wait.
Methodist Episcopal Church
Our kisses and hugs are refreshing
toward reviving student interest in the magazine.
Sunday mourning at 10:30 Mr. Berlew
and embracing.
will preach a sermon from the book of
Another factor that doubtless can be held partly responsible for
Satisfaction guaranteed, for we are
Hosea, entitled "A Village Love Story".
the state of the magazine at present is the close censorship exercised by strictly up to date.
A mixed quartet will sing "God So
Will you give us a trial?
the faculty over the contents of the publication. It should be the enLoved the World", by Stainer. The
Lonesome Fats.
deavor of the editors to have all such close control abandoned, otherwise
quartet is composed of Lindsay J. March,
Office hours from One until Won.
the editors dwindle to figureheads. with only a very restricted power
Miss Marjorie Griffin, Mrs. J. H. Warover the destinies of the publication. It was not so long ago that the
ing and Luthan Crosby. Harold Inman
will assist with the violin.
magazine became really popular (although there were no copies to he
Frances Morrison of the class of '34
hail) when it was found that a sit try ill the issue that had somehow
will he the leader of the Epworth League
slipped by the cellso ors, had been deleted froom the issue, because it was
at 5:45, taking for her topic, "How Old
BOOK REVIEW
deemed a trifle too sordid for the minds of the student body at this
is Your Mind?" The musical 'migrant
"The Edwardians"
University. Any such censorship as was shown in that instance is a
is in charge of Carlton Noyes.
By V. Sacks ilk-West
veritable blight on the magazine. and if the authorities wish to kill the
For those readers who are particularDr. Little's Banquet Speech will pro,
magazine in the surest way, they need only to continue their policy.
ly interested in tales of life in the gay , vide the subject for the Foirum DiscusA third facto or that is perhaps responsible for the decadence of the nineties and the decade immediately fol- sion for students at 7:30 at the Wesley
"Maine-Spring" is the regularity with which certain people's names lowing, as well as the reader who likes !louse. Those students who have Ito it yet
a good story." "The Edwardians" made the acquaintance of the Student
o wcur in the list of
The editors, apparently. make little effort "Just
is a gift of the goals.
Forum are cordially invited to look in on
to develop new talent ainoi:g the student lo.ody ; they apparently urefer
In the preface, the author states that it at the Wesley House this Sunday.
too have pro ofessiors write learned. deep 'swills. unintelligible except after
not one of the characters is wholly fic- Come at b:30 four the Valentine Fellowa prolonged study, or to have them write essays on almost anything that tional: we can't help wondering what ship I hour. Luncheon is provided four the
has little interest for the students. A change of authors would undoubt- the reactions of some of the British no- clover charge of 10 cents. All are inbility must have been upon reading the vited.
edly do the circulation of the magazine no harm.
hook. Probably, that is why
has beThere are. to sum up. three reasons that explain the present
condi- come one of the most
Fellowship Church
talked-of no.:els
tion of the "Maine-Spring" a cmsoirship that presses out all
life-blood. this season.
Regular Worship at 10:30. The
a lack of consideration on the Nut of the editors for the
taste of those
The object of the book is to show the ister. Dr. Charles M. Sharpe, sill deto whom the magazine must look ft'r support. and a
general policy of change which has taken place in social liver the fourth of a series of Story
not attempting to develiop talent. but of being content to
publish stiiry standards and the life of the nobility Sermons. the special theme hoeing. "
since the \'ictorian era. The Edwardi- Man without Ambit' : too Pr-ud t
after story by the same antl!or. And in the last
analysis, it will probFight.ans lived in the transition period.
ably be foomul that the censorsloip i reliimsible in
large part for the
SI
Or. Maurice P. King.
We learn how the "great people"
decline of the !magazine. If the admin stration
deems the editor compe- live.' their private lives. They enjoyed 'if Rancour. assisted by Mrs. Gordon
tent, he should be allowed to run the
magazine himself—if he is not themselves according to their own mor- Noses, violinist.
competent. he should not be editor.
Abenaki pow-wow from 7 to 9 at Thc
als. despite the s s"al code, as long as
So. unless the policies of the administration
and of the editorial the world did not know their faults. They Manse. In addition to the usual social
Is bard change greatly. it is probable
were loyal to their friends and to their features Or. Lucius II. Merrill. So:att
that Ow "Maine-Spring" will not
lovers, but would sacrifice happiness Geologist, will give a talk on "The Gem,
play any greater part in student life than
it does now. And the Univer- rather than suffer scandal.
The story of and Minerals of Maine" illustrated b)
sity will be the poorer.
Sylvia Roehampton. famous beauty and specimens. All young people are cordi•
friend of Lucy, and her love affair with ally invited.
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINTER SPORTS TEAM
the soling oluke. Lucy's aim. is the principal plot of the story, but the sub-plots
PRISM PICTURES
are so ingeniously worked in that it all
seems one whole.
The Prism pictures to he taken this
VIC book ShOWs a keen insight into
human nature. and is written in a happy week-end in the Indoor Field are as
nasal. Anquetil, who lives through the follows:
Saturday, February 14
story in a very (obscure way, is really taw
.111.4
the (
I:00 senior Skulls
eAne through, it remained for the Maine of the 'vita-ilia' characters, and it is
)t
outing I luh- an independent organiza- through his influence that laws's son and 1:15 Debating Society
tion
-too hand Maine her first champion- daughter find themselves in the spirit of 1:30 Latin Club
The previous is-ue I the(ainrict
car1:45 Kappa Phi Kappa
the present day.
ship oof the scholastic year.
ried a letter irom an indignant freshman
2:00 Girls' Rifle Team
on Saturday. February 14, Bates
in%Ito C% ACM h TcSCIIIttl
2:15 Women's Student Government
the fact that the
the Maine campus for a dual meet
PROF. WILLARD RECEIVES 2:30 Sophomore Eagles
University of Maine shows an apparent in a inter
sports. If the indignant "W.
SET OF BOOKS ON
Sunday, February 15
lack of interest in ander sports. He also R. S. '34" will kindly
remain on deck at
11:00 Beta Theta Pi
MATHEMATICS
that
time
and judge for himself. I
commented on the it him) questionable
shall
11:15 Delta Tau Delta
ts- very glii too hear further
qualitie, of the \lane Outing Club.
from him
Or, II. R. \\*Mani of the Department 11:30 Women's A. A.
ri carding
Maine's—and
the
Outing of Mathematics, has recently received 11:45 Chi Omega
Can it he possible that thi. worth) and
a;1-knowing person is wrong? or per- Cluh's---deploralde lack oi winter activi- from laingmans, Grern. and Co. a set 12:00 Pi Pi Kappa
ties.
of complete woirks of J. 'W. Gibbs. Pro. 12:15 Phi Gamma 1)elta
haps misinformed? So it would seem—
Vorv truly sours.
lessor Gibbs is considered to have been 12:30 Alpha Chi Sigma
after a brief analysis of the remit ac- •
W lifted Davis
tivities of the M. 0. C.
the greatest mathematical physicist that 12:45 Intra-Mural
\tanager of Winter Sports
America ever produced. These books 1:01) Alpha Gamma Rho
The Maine Outing Club has two purMaine Outing Club
were donated to scientists holding the 1:15 Heck Club
poses: to develop interest in the out-"fDoctor's degree from Yale by an ad- 1:30 Sigma Tau
doors. and to sponsor a winter sis,rts
mirer of Professor Gibbs. Theoe hooks 1:45 Sigma Mu Sigma
team. The tiro
done through the numplumber received a hurry call. On
are available for reference to students 2:011 Campus Board
Melia hikes held throughout the year ; arriving at hi
destination. he discovered
altercated in Mathematics and Physics 2:15 Kappa Gamma Phi
interesting, healthful affairs, and very water, to the depth of
eight inches in the
•
much worth while. And as for the sec- kitchen of the house.
2:30 Pi Beta Phi
-Please. Ma'am", said the tramp begond purpose—the activities of last week
It is important that all group: tic thu r
''Pipes burst"? he asked laconically
ging at the door. "I've lost my left leg." on time. If any cancellations arc necesspeak for themselves. After the football
b-but s-some oof this is t
-tears". "Well, it ain't here", replied the wo- sary notify Wheeler Merriam at Kappa
and ernes country teams had failed
replied the young homemaker,
man, slamming the door in his face.
Sigma as soon as possible.

Book Review

Intram

M.C.A. COUNCIL FOOD SALE
The Boys' Work Council of the M.
M. C. will hold a food sale at the Orono
1Vaiting-room Friday, February 13th,
for the benefit of their Orono boys clubs.
Choice articles of home made foods, such
as doughnuts, pies, cakes and breads will
be on display. The Council is headed
by Paul Lang lois, '34. Other members
are Arthur Merryfield, '33, and George
Osgood, Norman Bartlett, and Wilton
Attridge. all of the class of '34.
Miss Frances Downes, the newlyelected president of Balentine Hall, was
honored with an invitation to attend the
Governor's Ball, held in Augusta Tuesday evening, February 10.

DANCE IN PI PHI CABIN
Pi Beta Phi
sorority held a "vie" party at the cabin.
The chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. JenOn Friday, February 6,

ness and Mr. and Mrs. Booker. The
committee in charge was Angela Miniutti,

rabble Sargent and Doris Baker.

HOME EC CLUB STAG DANCE
A stag dance was held at Alumni
Hall. Friday evening. February 6, under the auspice's of the Home Economics
Club.

from

tacular by Dick:

Wareham, and Mar-

team.

Moulton. The music was furnished

Tuesday nigh
in a

a
VESPER SERVICE PROGRAM
'I'he 'migrant for the ‘'esper Ser%

at four o'clock on Sunday. February 15th.
still

consist almost entirely of

music.

quartet of
the First Universalist Church of Bangor,
Mrs. W. H. Hart, soprano; Mrs. Esther
Armstrong Mack, contralto; Mr. G. C.
Robinson, tenor, and Mr. H. G. Merrill,
bass, accompanied by Professor Harry
W. Smith. Mr. Cecil G. Fielder, Secretary of the Maine Christian Association. will read the scripture and offer
prayer.
The full program is as follows:
1. Organ Prelude—The Lost Chord
Sullivan
2. 0 Come, Let us Worship
Baines
Quartet
3. God Be Merciful to Me—
Mrs. Hart
4. Be Glad. 0 Ye Righteoius /bunter
Mr. Robinson. Mr. Merrill
5. All for Jesus
rendered by the accomplished

Mrs. Hart, Mrs. Mack, Mr. Robinson

On Life's Highway
Brown
Quartet
7. Scripture and Prayer
8, Hear Then in Iaiee
it'miter
Quartet
9. Beyond the Open Gates
Petrie
Mr. Merrill
Ill. Inspirer and Hearer of Prayer Geibef
Mrs. Hart, Mrs. Mack
Just for T,slay
Seaver Mr. Robinson
12. Corny, Holy Spirit
I
Quartet
13. organ Postlude—Nlarch from
Athalie

Correspondence

•

for Ka
played a s

-.-oring
dorm

by Larry's Bears.

A COPY OF THE Campus published
in 1913 came to light the other day.
Among the familiar names in the issue
were those of R. H. Fogler, President of
the Geenral Alumni Association, who
was then a member of the sophomore
class, and mentioned in that issue as having been elected Business Manager of
Praetical Husbandry, and Frederick
Youngs, now Treasurer of the University. His name appeared by virtue of his
being an associate editor of the Campus.
The Ninth Annual Journalistic Conference is to be held this year on March
6-7 under the sponsorship of Kappa
Gamma Phi, honorary journalistic fraternity.
This conference brings together representatives of high school papers through.
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Those on the committee for the

dance were Ellen
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day night Beta
Kappa Sigma

fine

fast game
game for

TEAM A

Phi Eta Kappa
Phi Gamma Del
Alpha Gamma I
Phi Mu Delta
Alpha Tau Ome
Phi Kappa Sign
Phi Kappa
Lambda Chi Al"
Beta Kappa
NORTH

Ilannibal Hamhit
Kappa Sigma
S. A. E.
Sigma Nu
Theta Chi

out the state and is always well-attended.
The various schools represented submit

publication, whether
Of their
newspaper. magazine. or yearbook. These
three classes are then judged and the winner in each class is awarded a harmer.
Saturday nio • g, March 7, the visitors will visit the plant of the Bangor
Commercial, where they will gain an idea
of the processes involved in publishing
Ii city daily.
Geo orge llargreaves is in charge of anrancements.
samples

wi

Cockney Waiter in London Restaurant—"Did you say 'am and heggs, sir?"
"No", replied the man. "I haven't been
user here bung mooch four that yet-.

Attractive Booths
THE BEST OF FOODS
and

DANCING
whenever you wish at no extra
cost.
This is the happy combination
that our

Atlantic Night Garden
offers you. Drop in after the theatre, afternoon or
evening.
You are welcome to dine and dance any hour of the
day.
A Night Club Atmosphere
Always a Good Time.
Mam >T. Ba g oir

)%er

Atianttc

aieteria

•

AMERICAN LEGION

"CABARET"
Featuring S. Aieta. Mildred Bean, and Rita Howard.
the principal characters in Bob Ott's musical comedy .
"Mr. llosoley's First Night Out"

Friday evening, Feb. 13
Admission 50e

7.50-9.15

LARRY'S BEARS
Dancing g.30-12
Featuring Pat Loan. xylophone. and Frankie RM., comedian

Admission 350

rdiftle
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I o the northern league games Thursnight Beta Kappa forfeited to Phi
ppa Sigma and Lambda Chi Alpha
from Phi kappa 32-18. In the
rthern League a fast and flashy Han:tl Hamlin A team took Sigma Phi
sigma over the bumps to the tune of
40-3. This was the best game of the
e% ening. Lambda Chi showed good form
in defeating the Phi Kappa Sigma team.
tit they still have the fast moving Phi
I:ta five to conquer before they climb to
Ilte peak. A game was scheduled for
.\. T. 0. and Phi Gamma Delta, but
was set ahead to a future date.
Last Saturday Alpha Tau Omega beat
Phi Mu Delta by the score of 24-16.
The game was slow and uninteresting.
Monday night Delta Tau Delta beat
Tau Epsilon Phi by the score 1442.
}hi,: game did not attract much attention,
because of the two games following it
in which Phi Eta Kappa beat Phi GamIna Delta to the tune of 25-20, and Kapa Sigma beat Hannibal Hamlin B 20-13.
The game between Phi hta Kappa and
Phi Gamma Delta was an exceptionally
last game. The two AlacMichels starred
throughout the game. Phi Gam's scoring honors were more evenly divided,
with everyone doing his bit.
The Kappa Sig game was made spectacular by Dickson who did most of the
'coring for Kappa Sig. Baker of the
dorm played a good game for the losing
team.
Tuesday night Sigma Nu beat Beta
a fast game 20-16. Emerson played
a fine game for Sigma Nu.

FOURTEEN STUDENTS COMPLETE GRADUATION
REQUIREMENTS
The following undergraduates lust
completed the requirements for graduation and have been recommended for the
degree of Bachelor of Arts:
Eunice Emma Copeland, (Zoology).
Doris Buford Curtis (Psychology),
Louise Dorothy Durgan (Mathematics).
Nathan Epstein (Zoology), Frances
Margaret Fuger (Psychology), Phyllis
Gould (Zoology), Barbara Sims Hunt
(Zoology), Eleanor Margaret Mahoney
(English), Sophia Estelle Marks (English), Edward Arthur Merrill (Economics), Irene Custava Otto (Chemistry).
and Ermo Houston Scott (Education).
George Milton Hargreaves and Joseph
Schultz have also completed the requirements for graduation with the exception
of Advanced Military Training.

SKATING RINK AT SALENTINE NEEDS MORE
SKATERS
The Women's Athletic Association desires that more girls will use the new
skating rink in the rear of Balentine
Hall. Already, a fair number of girls
have turned out with their skates, ready
to do justice to the recently acquired
ice. The rink, however, will hold a
great many more than have been using
it. The Association has gone to a large
expense in making the rink and keeping
it in condition, for the women, but states
if the venture is a success, it will be repeated next year.

RUINED SPORT MATERIALS

The Vomen's Athletic Association
would like those who hire material for
winter sports, to be more careful about
SOUTHERN LEAGUE
Won Lost Average returning the material in the same condition as it was when taken out. Fre1.000
0
5
Phi Eta Kappa
quently, skiis and snowshoes have been
.666
1
Phi Gamma Delta 2
taken out, and returned in a rather dilap.666
1
Alpha Gamma Rho 2
idated state. All broken equipment
.600
2
3
Phi Mu Delta
should be replaced. Miss Frame, who
.600
2
alpha Tau Omega 3
in charge of the renting of winter
is
2
.600
3
Sigma
Phi Kappa
sports materials, will appreciate it great3
.400
2
Phi Kappa
ly, if more attention is paid to this mat2
.500
Lambda Chi Alpha 2
ter in the future.
0
.000
5
Beta Kappa

TEAM AVERAGES FOR

NORTHERN LEAGUE
Won Lost Average
.800
1
Hannibal Hamlin B 4.
1
3
.750
Kappa Sigma
.750
1
3
S. A. E.
.666
1
2
Sigma Nu
.666
1
2
Theta Chi

Beta Theta Pi
Delta Tau Delta
Hannibal Hamlin A
Oak Hall
Sigma Phi Sigma
Tau Epsilon Pi

3
2
2
1
0
0

2
2
3
2
3
2

.600
.500
.400
.333
.000
.000

(oNtinsta /rem Page One)

Many Years Ago

Winter Sports Team Wins Title
by Large Margin at State Meet

RESULTS OF ELECTIONS
FOR SENIOR AND SOPHOMORE COMMITTEES

On This Campus

The votes for the various committees
if greater length and with fewer turns.
This was also won by W. Oasis; Chick of the Senior and Sophomore classes
and Sorenson tied for second, and Car- have recently been counted and the re30 YEARS AGO
and Simpson were deadlocked for sults made public.
penter
improvean
is
The Ile% plank walk
SENIOR CLASS
ment that is appreciated, and will he more fourth position.
Commencement ‘Veek Program: Jean
The meet was impressivels closed with
so in muddy weather.
the most thrilling event, the ski jump, its Campbell. W. I). MacKenzie, P. J.
The windmill at the north end of the which Maine won every place. Robert Brockway. G. M. Hargreaves, A. W.
Campus has been undergoing much need- Simpson annexed first place and the Perkins.
champi,,nship in sweeping stsle. while
ed repairs.
Gntunencement Ball Committee: 11.
Wilfred Davis, the former title holder, Favor, I. E. Watters, R. %V. Loring.
The Freshmen have chosen ior class had to be satisfied'with a close second. R. T. Page. Mary Galaher.
colors rosal purple and white. Their! Simps.in also established a new hill recExecutive Committee: W. II. Jensen,
sweater is to be white with royal purple' .rd oi v3 feet. I larry I hsvis placed L. W. Gros. K. E. Lapworth, Ellen
third. in spite of a leg injury sustained Wareham, George Packard.
points.
when he crashed into a tree during the
Ring Committee: Pauline Stearns, R.
A new telephone system has been ar- downhill race, and Herbert Trask cleaned
R. Whitten, F. E. Barrows, P. E. Nason.
the
up
remaining
point.
ranged between Dr. Harris's residence,,
Myrilla Guilfoil.
the Experiment Station, %Vingate Hall,
Leif Sorens,m. ti ho did so well for
SOPHOMORE COMMITTEE
resiThe Commons, and the janitor's
Nlaine at Lake Placid, fell on his first
Those elected to the various cinnmitdence.
jmnp. thus loosing valuable points which
tees of the Sophomore class are as folwould otherwise has e won him a high
lows:
The "Boo" cars have not been avail- place.
Pipe Committee: A. Zottoli. R. Shaw,
able for several days owing to the severe
Wilfred Das is. with two first places,
storm that blew down a great number of one second, and one tourth, was high- C. Hand, J. P. Farnsworth, J. Wight.
Sophomore Hop: C. Bunker, Rose
the poles.
point man of the team null a total of
Cole, R. McLean, B. Jose, P. Talbot.
14 points.
Executive Committee: Betty Barrows,
Snowslides from the roofs of the variThe return of the winter sports crown E. M. Dane. G. Robertshaw, Ruth Young,
late
of
common
ous buildings are %cry
to Maine. held by Bates for the last eight R. Gamage.
and sometimes approach the point of beyears, marks a turning point in intercoling dangerous.
legiate winter sports in this states. Bates
will now have to get out of the rut and third, Mank (M); fourth, Robbins (M).
The new chapel was dedicated Friday
meet real competition once more. This
Snowshoe Dash: Won by Clayton and
evening, May 24, 1901.
will not only revise interest on the Lew- Lewis Hardison ; third, Ashton; fourth,
iston campus. hut should also spur Bow- Robbins. (All of Maine).
20 YEARS AGO
doin and Colby. the two quiescent memSki Slalom: Won by W. Davis (M);
The management of the Bijou Theatre bers of the college federation, into ac- second. Chick (B); third, Sorenson
has very kindly offered to call off its tivity.
fourth, Carpenter (B).
1.1%1
matinee performance next Saturday, and
Summary:
Downhill Ski Race: Won by W. Davis
turn its patronage to the Bowdoin game.
Ski Cross Country: Won by Greene 3,1); second. Chick (II) and Sorenson
IM); second. Crocker (B); third, Bur- (M); fourth, Carpenter (11) and SimpAll the preliminary steps in the organ- ati (B); fourth, IV. Davis (M1. Time: son (M1.
ization of the University Store Company 1 hr. 1 min. 28 secs.
;
Ski Jump: Won by Simpson (
have been completed.
Snowshoe Cross Country : %Vim by second, W. Davis ( M I; third, H. Davis
Whitu-n
It ; second, B.,oth
); (M1; 1,ourth. Trask (M).
Maine won her first Track Meet •
four years at Waterville. Three Maim
College records were broken. Holden of •
Bates Won the quarter mile run in 513
seconds. Rogers of Maine cleared 11
feet in the pole vault. Gove of Bie
>41
it tacit
its earl)
( hay
threw the plate 120.54 feet.

Sale on Frat Stationery 89c a Box

The mail department will be transferred to Alumni Hall. Each Fraternit,
House will have its private box. TI:, •
will be no long waiting line as forms::
existed over in Coburn.

STPIP.

G

GIRLS' DEBATING TEAM
HOLDS MEETING
A meeting of the girls' Debating Team
was held Monday afternoon at 4.15, in
275 Arts and Sciences.
It was decided that the question which
the girls are to debate would be worded
thus: Resolved. That the talking picture
is eliminating the stage drama.
The next meeting will be held Tuesday. February 24, at 4.15.

STRAND THEATRE
ORONO MAINE
•
Fri., Feb. 13
"THE ROYAL FAMILY OF
BROADWAY"
Sat., Feb. 14
"THE BAT WHISPERS"
with Chester Morris
Mon. and Tues., Feb. 16 and 17
"HELL'S ANGELS"
Wed., Feb. 18
Charles Farrell and Janet Gaynor
in
"THE MAN WHO CAW
BACK"
This is one of the season's special
productions. Don't miss it H
Thurs. and Fri.. Feb. 19 and 20
"MIN AND BILL"
with Marie Dressler and
Polly Moran

Have you chosen
your life work?
In the field of health service the liar.
vard University Dental School—the
oldest dental school connected with any
university in the United States—offers
thorough well-balanced courses in all
branches of dentistry. All modern
equipment for practical work under
supervision of men high in the proles.
lion.
Write for details and admission requirements to Leroy It S. Miner, Dean

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL
Dept. 16. Longwood Ave., Boston. Maas.

University Store Co.
IrTO

A

MOD ERN

WORLD

MARCHING
with modern industry
to World-Power

,Ask—"Is It
Guaranteed
For Life?"

In the great new power plant that serves
the city of Buenos Aires, Crane valves
and fittings are found in use. In the paper
mills of Ontario and the water power developments of Niagara Falls, engineers
swear by them. Camels carry them into
the depths ofthe Abyssinian Desert and
dog sledges into the wilds ofCanada.

before you accept any
from '5 to '10

pen

The quality of Crane piping materials has
won them a world-wide demand. The
globe-girdling Crane distributing organization has placed them within easy reach
of power and industrial builders everywhere.
Naturally, this distributing organization
is most complete and efficient in the
United States. In this country are factories in five cities manufacturing industrial
piping materials;branches and sales offices
in i6o cities; warehouses in close proximity to every important industrial center.
All these facilities are keyed to receive
orders for quickly needed materials and
have them on the spot with no loss oftime.
No matter where you take up your career
after you leave school, you will find need
for piping materials from the complete
Crane line, and a Crane office nearby to
make it easy for you to get them.

ICRAN Egi
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1
Clipping a second would
save 25,000
Ars
1, second saved here — an unnecessary
;rep cut out there— on such close attention to detail rests the success of modern
industry. Nowhere is this more strikingly
shown than in the telephone business.
In accounting work for instance, an
improved method that clips just one
second from the time required to handle
one toll ticket would have great results.

PIPING MATERIALS To CONVEY AND CONTROL
STEAM,LICH/UK OIL. GAS CHEMICALS
CRANE CO., GENERAL °TIMIS:53e S. WiCtItGAN AVE.. CHICAGO
NEW YORK OFFICES:23 W. 44TH STREET
as4 NM trill( CUM
Bneedin old Sales Open re thy

Applied throughout the System—handling an average of more than 90,000,000
toll tickets each month—it would effect
a monthly saving of 25,000 hours!
Such "little" things often are tremendously important in so vast an industry.
That is one reason why men find Bell
System work so fascinating.
The opportunity a there!

BELL SYSTEM

$7
Let no one persuade you to accept
some inferior pen, and throw in a
vague guarantee,or a fancy box, in
place of a Guarantee for Ltfe by
Parker. There are no loopholes in
the Parker guarantee.
And there is no other point like
the Pressureless- Writing Duofold. It
lets you write as easy as you breathe.
Hence, not having to focus your
thought on what you are doing, you
concentrate on what you are saying.
Go and see these new, balanced,
streamlined Beauties that have 17.4%
more ink capacity than average, size
for size, and are convertible for Desk
and Pocket, at will.
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY
Janesville, Wisconsin

va4,4
Du?fold

PEN

A

NATION-W1D11

SveTPU

OF

1NTBil-CONNECTINO

TELFP110Nall

GUARANTEED FOR LIFII
Oeker Porker Pees, $5.75 wet t1.10
Pencils te match ell Pons, 5t.S0 to U
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Freshmei
Continued from Page One)
Frosh Down Crosby, and Lose to
Het:on in Week-end Games

EVERY BANKING SERVICE

lor ;all .11;ittii.

MERRILL TRUST COMPANY
Belfast
Bucksport
Dexter

BANGOR, MAINE
Branches at
Dos er-Foxeroft
ionesPon
Machias

Milo
Old Town
Orono

Total Resources Over $20,000,000.00

HEBRON (27)
G.
F.

HOME ECONOMICS NEWS

Krause, rf
,.ckery. If

ion '33; time, 11 2-5

OW motto is
Quality—Service--Satisfaction

tains, canyons, and lakes that are plenti220 yard dash: won by McKiniry '33;
fully supplied with fish.
second. Means '33; third, Webber '34;
Mr. Kuhns is making the annual tour
time, 23 4-5 seconds.
of the Forestry schools of the country.
880 yard run: won by Shaw '33; sec- This practice, inaugurated five years ago.
ond, Pendleton '33; third, Jackson '34; is designed to give the schools a better
idea of what the Forest Service is doing.
time, 2 minutes, 8 1-5 seconds.
Shot Put: won by Alley '33; second.
Hill '34; third, Favor '34; distance, 49
ft. 1 in.
role vault: triple tie between Havey
'33. Webb '33, and Elliott '33.
Broad jump: won by Means '33; second. Floving '34; third, Parsons '34.
Total: Freshmen. 73 points; Sophomores.
62 points. Chief scorer, Bloddinger.
•
(Continued from Page One)
President Boardman and Mr.
Crossland to Speak before Alumni

•

Bangor, Boston and New York bye House

Smart Appearances Count - Oh Yes

MAINE
Telephone 4740-4741

Cleaning is a Matter of Economy

28th Rexall Birthday Sale
Now On

Many months of extra wear will result if you let us care for you:
clothes as they should be.

University Pharmacy

Bill Riley
BANGOR, MAINE

•

COLLEGE CLEANSERS AND DYERS
On the campus every night to call and deliver work

VIRGIE'S FEBRUARY SALE

•

: various fields of science are read and a
prize awarded. In making the award,
no attempt is made to choose the "best
paper", because of the difficulty of comparing two papers dealing with different
fields of science. The donor of the annual prize desired to aid young men
rather than to honor old men. Many of
the most notable men of the country are
either members, fellows, or officers of
the Association.

NOW IN 1'ROt.1:1•1Ss

(Continued from Page One)
"Journey's End," Drama of Men
in World War, is to be Played
the iroin lines for three years; the lovable and cool-headed Lieutenant Osborne,
second in command; the young boy, 2nd
Lieutenant Raleigh, thrilled with 'the
possibilities of a new experience; 2nd
Lieutenant Trotter, the ever jovial soul
whom the audience cannot help appreciating; the weak and fearful 2nd Lieutenant }Ebben who demands pity; the careless, good natured Captain Hardy; Private Mason, the conscientious cook, who
always seems to have his difficulties with
"oniony tea"; the innocent and frightened
German lad; the determined Colonel who
must from necessity, think more of victory than of men—all illustrate individual types under the strain of a vicious
war.
Reports from early rehearsals would
seem to foretell a successful presentation.
This confidence is voiced in the fact that
the Masque is presenting "Journey's
End" for two nights, February 25th and
26th.
The characters are:
Captain Ilardy
Philip Brockway
Lieut. Osborne
Alfred Bittner
PriNate Mason
Harold Barrett
2nd Lieut. Raleigh
John Longles
Captain Stanhope
Atwood Levensaler
2nd Lieut. Hibbert
I eon Savage
Company Sergeant-Major
Leif Sorenson
The Colonel
Milton Sims
2nd Lieut, Trotter
Francis Ricker
German Soldier
Wesley Bearce

NOTICE

REDut-TioNs Now PREVAIL ON 017R ENTIRE STOt K

1

Ill

CLoTHING--FURNISHINGS—SIIIIFS and HATS

•
•

Andrews Music House Co.
headquarters for
PIANOS, MUSIC, VICTOR RECORDS, RADIO
Musical Merchandise, Strings, etc.

(Continued from Page One)
The Sigma Chi party has been
Wst- Maine Outing Club to Meet Bates
ported till March 7.
Here in Annual Contest
•

•

•

F. W. SPENCER
Coal, Wood, Ice, Grain and Feed
Job bi ng

On October 1, 1931, carefull
selected first and third year students will be admitted. Applica
tions may be sent at any time and
will be considered in the order of
receipt. Catalogues and application forms may be obtained front
the Dean.

BACON PRINTING CO.
Producers of Fine Printing
22 STATE ST., BANG0R, ME.

Tel. 77

•

DIKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Durham, N. C.

DANCE PROGRAMS

•

•
•

carries its share of thrills. The carnival
will close with exhibition jumping a,,r'
attempts to break the hill record, svh!,
is officially 54 feet.
Judges and timers of the events will be
Mr. Stanton Smith of Brunswick and
Mr. C. S. Davis of Mechanic Falls, both
of whom are official judges of the F.astern Amateur Ski Association.

School Supplies
Price Books, Memo Books, Fountain Pens. Architect's Supplies
erything for the Office

CENTRAL OFFICE SUPPLY CO.

SPECIAL

IS Central Street
Bangor

THIS WEEK-END

5ChRAFF115
Jumbo Peppermints

In BOSTON

Each Room equipped with Tills and
Shower •Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service)•Servidor
Circulating Ice Water.
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Generously flavored with
triple-distilled Oil of

Dining Room,Coffee Shop. Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
FOR ONE— 52.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00
FOR TWO-24.00,4
5.00, 6.00
Nigh.,Rat..

Peppermint

and
covered with
Schrafft's
Delicious
Chocolate

YOUR TASTE

tells the Truth
/q14?
14*

\11:. IN FOR .A PoUND

DENTAL SCHOOL

l'ODAY

Founded 1067

for •Proopportunity.
the scope a
r‘fry thaw of dinth0try. The fie
demamls.
wr than t .er before, men and women of
aWity backer] by superior training. Such
training Tufts College Dental School offers to
if, student6.
hnoi open. on September 30.
101. Our catalog may guide you in choosing
),/ur caracr. tor initsmation addine—
irn I ow RN*. Mee
415 Heetiniptise Avenue
Beetee, Mese
e/nItc.1 men and worten -prepare
1•1 wid.ning flier,'I and
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PARk'S VARIETY
Most Everything
.1
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MILL STREET

Ogos.

•
•
Maine Bear Contest

MILDER... A N D
BETTER TASTE /
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will be given a Maine
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Toasted Cheese Sandwiches
1 Ilot Chocolate or Coffee
1 Ilot Fudge and Pecan Sundae
and as many Scotch Milkshakes as he can drink.
Just write out your idea and bring it in-don't
send it -and
save the postage.

•

•.•

(Cowls

The Maine Bear wants an idea for a new advertising series.
Anyone submitting an idea that is used
Bear Special Dinner, consisting of

1Q51. l,mairrb Metes TOPS,

r. Chin
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Oniicr()
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For
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The Ideal Hotel for You

Direct Entrance from B. & M. Depot
and Boston Madison Square Garden

The finest
loicolate l'eppeemint.,

YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU

S.iturday

Hotel
ANGER
At North Station

01.01Which of these cigarettes
is the tallest — but maybe
you're on to this onel

J

Tel. 226

Is the NEWM
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An order has been sent in for a ((Jima
1
9
tam "for Merrill Hall. The fountain is
C
1
2
4
being donated by the Home Economics
Ig
2
2
6
alumni and the Home Economics Club::.tvin, rg
3
6
though the greater part of the contribuAlumni Secretary Crossland is to at.bertson, rg
2
tions consist of the proceeds from the
tale, rf
Home Economics Club stag dance held tend the biweekly luncheon of the New
York Alumni Association Tuesday noon,
rg
last Friday.
and the meeting Tuesday night of Maine
!mini engaged in pulp and paper indus, who are attending the annual convention of the Technical Association of the
Pulp and Paper Industry which is to be
held in New York next week.
But a•oie from that, its the extra ss(;Li- :,ott get from clothe!, that
are kept cleaned and pressed.
(Continued from Page One)
It is a well known fact that
Maine Professors Elected as
Fellows in Science Group

Men's Suits and Topcoats
Ladies Coats and Dresses
Cleaned and Pressed
We have the largest establishment in this section of the State, equipped with
the must mtxiern machiner), and employ skilful and experienced help.
We call and delr.et-. Prompt ser% ice.

16.s.,.11

T.P.

Cottttroded front Page One)
Forestry Club Hears Lecture by
National Forest Official, Kuhns

Toques Discarded as Frosh Win
Meet from Sophs, 73-62

Bratton
The staakers were Howard
,:ding Ken McKiniry, another of
Waring, Erma Barton, Herman Bet•.n's usual high scorers, to one basket. kw, Lucille Nason, Harold Inman, and
Dr. Little. Ruth Walenta and Henry
uriunary
Conklin presented a short skit, which was
MAINE (18)
coached by Francis Ricker. The banquet,
T.P.
F.
G.
held in the Methodist Episcopal Church
4
tussle, ist
2
in Orono, was the second one to be held;
Ramsdell. rg
1
3
1
those in charge plan to make the banquet
-.arks, If
7
an annual occurrence.
astir, Ig
The Wesley Foundation is organized
Osgood, rf
for the purpose of promoting friendship
ormier, c
among the students of the University.
rkins, If
1
Gilman. rf
3 .Allan Bratton, '32, is president of the
society. Lucille Nason was in charge
Weeks, If
of the evening's program.
Giguere, c

%,t any office of this bank you will rind complete
...climes for handling your
Check Accounts, Savings Accounts,
Safe Deposits, Investments,
Trusts
_1 ri ".111 .‘1;tint•''

Dr. Little Speaks at Church
Group's Annual Banquet
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